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and consistency may be held to require that all compounds
with gerunds should be hyphened or made into single words.
4. Not only can a single word in ordinary circumstances be
thus treated as an adjective, but the same is true of a phrase;
the words of the phrase, however, must then be hyphened,
or ambiguity may result. Thus: Covent Garden; Covent-
Garden Market; Covent-Garden-Market salesmen.
The prevailing method of giving railway and street names,
besides its ungainliness, is often misleading and contrary to
common sense. For one difficulty we suggest recurrence to
the old-fashioned formula with commas, and and, as in The
London, Chatham, and Dover. On another, it is to be observed
that New York-Street should mean the new part of York
Street, but New- York Street the street named after New York.1
The set of examples includes some analogous cases, besides
the railway and street names.
It is stated that the train service on the Hsin-min-tiin-Kau-pan-tse-
Yingkau section of the Imperial Chinese Railway will be restored
within a few days.—Times.
Hsinmintun, Kaupantse, and Yingkau. These places can
surely do without their internal hyphens in an English news-
paper; and one almost suspects, from the absence of a hyphen
between Ying and kau, that The Times's stock must have run
short.
The Hendon-Mill Hill bypass.—Times.
Carriages are scarce on the Dalny-Port Arthur line.—Times.
1 A correspondent has raised an interesting question—the hyphening of
road and street names apart from context. It is remarkable that of such
words as street, road, lane, terrace, avenue, crescent, place, and square, when
preceded by a distinguishing word for use as names, one alone is treated in
speech as enclitic, all the rest retaining their separate accents. The exception
is street. If the reader will say aloud: Oxford Street, Edgware Road, Trafalgar
Square, Marylebone Lane, Fleet Street, he will perceive at once that, while
Road, Square, and Lane, keep their accent as separate words, that of Street
is entirely swallowed up by Oxford and Fleet. The natural result should be
the appearance of the names, whether at street-corners or in print, as Oxford-
street, Edgware Road, Trafalgar Square, Marylebone Lane, Fleet-street.
At present every one uses or rejects hyphens and capitals at random.

